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This Lecture

‣ Sequence-to-Sequence Model

‣ Machine Transla=on 

‣ Reading — Eisenstein 18.3-18.5



MT Basics



MT Basics

Trump Pope family watch a hundred years a year in the White House balcony

People’s Daily, August 30, 2017



MT Ideally

‣ I have a friend => ∃x friend(x,self)

‣ May need informa=on you didn’t think about in your representa=on

‣ Everyone has a friend => => Tout le 
monde a un ami

‣ Can oYen get away without doing all disambigua=on — same 
ambigui=es may exist in both languages

J’ai une amie

∃x∀y friend(x,y)
∀x∃y friend(x,y)

‣ Hard for seman=c representa=ons to cover everything

=>  J’ai un ami



Levels of Transfer: Vauquois Triangle (1968)

Slide credit: Dan Klein



History of MT

https://towardsdatascience.com/evolution-of-machine-translation-5524f1c88b25

https://towardsdatascience.com/evolution-of-machine-translation-5524f1c88b25


Parallel Training Corpus



Phrase-based MT (very briefly)



Phrase-Based MT
‣ Key idea: transla=on words beber the bigger chunks you use

‣ Remember phrases from training data, translate piece-by-piece and 
s=tch those pieces together to translate

‣ How to iden=fy phrases? Word alignment over source-target bitext

‣ How to s=tch together? Language model over target language

‣ Decoder takes phrases and a language model and searches over possible 
transla=ons

‣ NOT like standard discrimina=ve models (take a bunch of transla=on 
pairs, learn a ton of parameters in an end-to-end way)



Word Alignment: IBM Model 1

Brown et al. (1993)

Thank you   ,     I    shall   do    so     gladly   .e

‣ Each “Foreign” word is aligned to at most one English word

1 3 7

Gracias  ,      lo  hare  de   muy buen grado  .f

6 8 8 8 8 9a

‣ Set P(a) uniformly (no prior over good alignments) = 1 / (#words in e + 1)

‣                  : word transla=on probability. Learn with EM (Eisenstein ch 18.2.2)P (fi|eai)

P (f ,a|e) =
nY

i=1

P (fi|eai)P (ai)



Word Alignment
‣ Find con=guous sets of aligned words 

in the two languages that don’t have 
alignments to other words
de assister à la runion et ||| to abend the mee=ng and à

‣ Lots of phrases possible, count across 
all sentences and score by frequency

 assister à la runion ||| abend the mee=ng

 la runion and ||| the mee=ng and

nous ||| we
…



Phrase-Based MT

Unlabeled English data 

cat ||| chat ||| 0.9  
the cat ||| le chat ||| 0.8 
dog ||| chien ||| 0.8  
house ||| maison ||| 0.6  
my house ||| ma maison ||| 0.9 
language ||| langue ||| 0.9  
… 
 
 

Language 
model P(e) 

Phrase table P(f|e) P (e|f) / P (f |e)P (e)

Noisy channel model: 
combine scores from 
translation model + 
language model to 
translate foreign to 

English 

“Translate faithfully but make fluent English” 

}
‣ Goal: translate from Foreign language to English



MT Evalua=on



Evalua=ng MT
‣ Fluency: does it sound good in the target language?

‣ Fidelity/adequacy: does it capture the meaning of the original?

‣ BLEU score: geometric mean of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-gram precision vs. a 
reference, mul=plied by brevity penalty

Papineni et al. (2002)



Evalua=ng MT
‣ Fluency: does it sound good in the target language?

‣ Fidelity/adequacy: does it capture the meaning of the original?

‣ BLEU score: geometric mean of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-gram precision vs. a 
reference, mul=plied by brevity penalty

‣ Typically N = 4, wi = 1/4

‣ r = length of reference 
c = length of system output

‣ Does this capture fluency and adequacy?
https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu

Papineni et al. (2002)



Appraise - Human Evalua=on Interface

Federmann (2010)



BLEU Score
‣ Beber methods with 

human-in-the-loop

‣ If you’re building real MT 
systems, you do user studies. 
In academia, you mostly use 
BLEU, COMET, etc.

‣ HTER: human-assisted 
transla=on error rate



Other MT Evalua=on Metrics

‣ HTER (2009): human-assisted transla=on error rate

‣ METEOR (2005): also take into considera=on of synonyms 

‣ BERTScore (2019): embedding-based

‣ BLEURT (2020) and COMET (2020): trained neural network model using 
human evalua=on data

‣ BLEU (2002): n-gram overlap

‣ and many more … 



COMET - Learnt Metric

Rei et al. (2020)

‣ Regression Metric (leY): trained on a regression task using source, MT and 
reference; Ranking Metric (middle): op=mize to encode good transla=ons 
closer to the anchors (source, reference) while pushing bad transla=ons 
away; Reference-less Metric (right): does not use the reference transla=on.



Seq2Seq Models



Recall: CNNs vs. LSTMs

‣ Both LSTMs and convolu=onal layers transform the input using context

the movie was good the movie was good

n x k

c filters, 
m x k each

O(n) x c

n x k

n x 2c

BiLSTM with 
hidden size c

‣ LSTM: “globally” looks at the en=re sentence (but local for many problems)

‣ CNN: local depending on filter width + number of layers



Encoder-Decoder
‣ Encode a sequence into a fixed-sized vector

the  movie  was   great

‣ Now use that vector to produce a series of tokens as output from a 
separate LSTM decoder

le      film   était   bon [STOP]

Sutskever et al. (2014)

‣ Machine transla=on, NLG, summariza=on, dialog, and many other tasks 
(e.g., seman=c parsing, syntac=c parsing) can be done using this framework. 



Model
‣ Generate next word condi=oned on previous word as well as hidden state

the  movie  was   great <s>

h̄

‣ W size is |vocab| x |hidden state|, soYmax over en=re vocabulary

Decoder has separate 
parameters from encoder, so 
this can learn to be a language 
model (produce a plausible next 
word given current one)

P (y|x) =
nY

i=1

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1)

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄)



Inference
‣ Generate next word condi=oned on previous word as well as hidden state

the  movie  was   great

‣ During inference: need to compute the argmax over the word predic=ons 
and then feed that to the next RNN state 

le     

<s>

‣ Decoder is advanced one state at a =me un=l [STOP] is reached

film était bon [STOP]



Training

‣ Objec=ve: maximize

the  movie  was   great <s> le      film   était   bon

la

‣ One loss term for each target-sentence word, feed the correct word 
regardless of model’s predic=on (called “teacher forcing”)

[STOP]était

X

(x,y)

nX

i=1

logP (y⇤i |x, y⇤1 , . . . , y⇤i�1)



Training: Scheduled Sampling

‣ Star=ng with p = 1 and decaying it works best

‣ Scheduled sampling: with probability p, take the gold (human) transla=on 
as input, else take the model’s predic=on

the  movie  was   great

la      film   étais   bon [STOP]

le film était

‣ Model needs to do the right thing even with its own predic=ons

Bengio et al. (2015)

sample



Implemen=ng seq2seq Models

the  movie  was   great

‣ Encoder: consumes sequence of tokens, produces a vector. Analogous to 
encoders for classifica=on/tagging tasks

le     

<s>

‣ Decoder: separate module, single cell. Takes two inputs: hidden state 
(vector h or tuple (h, c)) and previous token. Outputs token + new state

Encoder

…

film     

le

Decoder



Implementa=on Details
‣ Sentence lengths vary for both encoder and decoder:

‣ Typically pad everything to the right length

‣ Batching is a bit tricky:  
‣ encoder should use pack_padded_sequence to handle different lengths.  
‣ The decoder should pad everything to the same length and use a mask 

to only accumulate “valid” loss terms 
‣ Label vectors may look like [num =mesteps x batch size x num labels]

‣ Encoder: Can be a CNN/LSTM/Transformer…



Implementa=on Details (cont’)

‣ Beam search: can help with lookahead. Finds the (approximate) highest 
scoring sequence:

argmaxy

nY

i=1

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1)

‣ Decoder: execute one step of computa=on at a =me, so computa=on 
graph is formulated as taking one input + hidden state.

‣ Test =me: do this un=l you generate the [STOP] token

‣ Training =me: do this un=l you reach the gold stopping point



Decoding Strategies



Greedy Decoding
‣ Generate next word condi=oned on previous word as well as hidden state

the  movie  was   great

‣ During inference: need to compute the argmax over the word predic=ons 
and then feed that to the next RNN state. This is greedy decoding

le     

<s>

film était bon [STOP]

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄)

ypred = argmaxyP (y|x, y1, . . . , yi�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="BKzIm/yKraU6a64Z2EgswwSRmsQ=">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</latexit>



Beam Search
‣ Maintain decoder state, token history in beam

la: 0.4     

<s>

la

le

les

le: 0.3
les: 0.1     

log(0.4)
log(0.3)

log(0.1)

film: 0.4

la

…

film: 0.8     

le

… le 
film

la 
film

log(0.3)+log(0.8)

…

log(0.4)+log(0.4)

‣ Keep both film states! Hidden state vectors are different

the  movie  was   great

‣ NMT usually use beam <=5



Problems with Greedy Decoding
‣ Only returns one solu=on, and it may not be op=mal

‣ Can address this with beam search, which usually works beber…but even 
beam search may not find the correct answer! (max probability sequence)

Stahlberg and Byrne (2019)

A sentence is classified as search error if the decoder
does not find the global best model score.



“Problems” with Beam Decoding
‣ For machine transla=on, the highest probability sequence is oYen the 

empty string, i.e.. a single </s> token!   (>50% of the =me)

Stahlberg and Byrne (2019)

‣ Beam search results in fortuitous search errors that avoid these bad 
solu=ons. NMT usually use beam <=5. 

‣ Exact inference uses depth-first search, but cut off branches that fall 
below a lower bound. 



Sampling
‣ Beam search may give many similar sequences, and these actually may be 

too close to the op=mal. Can sample instead:

‣ Greedy solu=on can be uninteres=ng / vacuous for various reasons (so 
called text degeneraAon). Sampling can help - especially for some text 
genera=on tasks.

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄)

ysampled ⇠ P (y|x, y1, . . . , yi�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="PRMh0d0POdeSz1TX/ixzw2HuV+c=">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</latexit>



Beam Search vs. Sampling

Holtzman et al. (2019)

‣ These are samples from an uncondi=oned language model GPT-2 (not 
seq2seq model)

‣ Sampling is beber but some=mes draws too far from the tail of the 
distribu=on (rela=vely low prob. over thousands of candidate tokens). 



Beam Search vs. Sampling

Holtzman et al. (2019)



Decoding Strategies
‣ Greedy

‣ Beam search

‣ Sampling (e.g., top-k or Nucleus sampling)

‣ Nucleus: take the top p% (95%) of the distribu=on, sample from 
within that

‣ Top-k: take the top k most likely words (k=5), sample from those



Other Applica=ons of Seq2Seq



Genera=on Tasks

Uncondi=oned sampling/ 
e.g., story genera=on

Dialogue Transla=on
Summariza=on

Text-to-code

Less constrained More constrained

Data-to-text

‣ There are a range of seq2seq modeling tasks we will address

‣ For more constrained problems: greedy/beam decoding are usually best

‣ For less constrained problems: nucleus sampling introduces favorable 
varia=on in the output

Text-to-text



Text-to-Text Genera=on
‣ Text Simplifica=on (with readability constraints)

Since 2010, project researchers have uncovered documents 
in Portugal that have revealed who owned the ship

Scientists have found documents in Portugal. 
 

They have also found out who owned the ship.

Input sentece:

seq2seq models 
(RNN, Transformer)

Generated Output:

Mounica Maddela, Fernando Alva-Manchego, Wei Xu. “Controllable Text Simplifica=on with Explicit Paraphrasing”  (NAACL 2021)  



Regex Predic=on
‣ Seq2seq models can be used for many other tasks!

‣ Predict regex from text

‣ Problem: requires a lot of data: 10,000 examples needed to get ~60% 
accuracy on preby simple regexes

Locascio et al. (2016)



Seman=c Parsing as Transla=on

Jia and Liang (2016)

‣ Write down a linearized form of the seman=c parse, train seq2seq models 
to directly translate into this representa=on; using copy mechanism

‣ Might not produce well-formed logical forms, might require lots of data

“what states border Texas”

‣ No need to have an explicit grammar, simplifies algorithms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OocGXG-BY6k&t=200sSeman=c Parsing/Lambda Calculus:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OocGXG-BY6k&t=200s


SQL Genera=on
‣ Convert natural language 

descrip=on into a SQL 
query against some DB

‣ How to ensure that well-
formed SQL is generated?

Zhong et al. (2017)

‣ Three components

‣ How to capture column 
names + constants?
‣ Pointer mechanisms


